
ACES WEEKLY LATEST!
Award-winning Aces Weekly brings you top talent from across the globe in
an exclusively online weekly comics magazine from David Lloyd – the guy

who brought you V For Vendetta!

Aces Weekly Volume 41 is now here and features Episode 3 of
Jok and Santullo's fantastic, futuristic crime-noir 

Reflection...



The super team of Lee Robson and Bryan Coyle bring us the
sizzling return of super-spy, Velicity Jones, in

The Silent Forest...

And Death settles down to read some reports on recent captives in
an extraordinary and bizarre series from John Kaiine, describing

some strange and fascinating ex-inhabitants of our planet in
Brown Bread...



Chris Geary gives us a surprising take on superheroes in a lyrical
study of a life that seems to know no limits of endurance in

The Life And Times Of Otis P Mattingly...



Plus, there's one of those odd job men you can find anywhere in
any village in Richard Blandford and Lily Durell's story about
suburban life, but the one they've imagined is a little odder, in

The Fixer...

And we never shrink from the chance to bless you with more
adventures with the buffoons of the continually nutty and totally

illogical world that Phil Whitmore, Bambos Georgiou, and
Mychailo Kazybrid, have created with Mr Custa : A Rock Star In
Space, so just let it wash over you without resistance, and enjoy

Shrink!



And our favourite little girl of all time pays us no less than two
visits this volume!  We don't know what crazy creatures will spill
from Ryan Taylor's genius creation this volume, but we always

look forward to finding out every time she pays a visit, in
Grace's Imaginary Menagerie...

 
Aces Weekly is a non-paper ( we just don't need it ) comic art

magazine of up to 150 pages , which is exclusively designed for
tablet, laptop, desktop, and smart tv, and goes directly to
subscribers in 7 weekly parts for just £1 per week, in any

currency!
Freedom from the unnecessary expenditure of print, distribution
and retail, means we can publish at a lower cost, charge less for

our product than a paper equivalent, and give a much greater
percentage of income from our sales to our creators than a paper

product of equal content.
Whenever and wherever you're connected, we're at your service at
the touch of a button, with original serials, short stories, and heaps

of Extras, from the planet's top talent!
Contributors thus far include some of the most well-known names

in comics, including...  

David Lloyd, John McCrea, 
Phil Hester, Mark Wheatley, JC Vaughan, Herb Trimpe, 

James Hudnall, Val Mayerik, David Hitchcock, 
Dan Christensen, Dave Hine, Henry Flint, 

Paul Maybury, Shaky Kane, Yishan Li, Marc Hempel, David
Leach, Batton Lash, Rachael Smith, Phil Elliott, 

Bo Hampton, and Dylan Teague.



 
Subscribe at www.acesweekly.co.uk for just £1 per week, in any
currency supported through Paypal, to enjoy a weekly trip into

great entertainment!
And/or buy any of our massive Previous Volumes to Volume 36,

via our website, or at Comixology for Volumes 1-18!

If you’d like to know more, or want to hear from any of our creators
 at Aces Weekly, get in touch with David Lloyd, at

lforlloyd@aol.com or via info@acesweekly.co.uk. 
You can also find us on Facebook at

www.facebook.com/acesweekly 
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